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Fully updated for ASP.NET MVC 3. Delve into the features, principles, and pillars of the ASP.NET MVC framework—deftly guided by web
development luminary Dino Esposito. ASP.NET MVC forces developers to think in terms of distinct components—Model, View, Controller—that
make it easier to manage application complexity, while allowing strict control over the markup. Plunge into the framework’s internal
mechanics and gain perspectives on how to use this programming model versus Web Forms, and begin building your own MVC-based
applications quickly.
The ASP.NET MVC 5 Framework is the latest evolution of Microsoft’s ASP.NET web platform. It provides a high-productivity programming
model that promotes cleaner code architecture, test-driven development, and powerful extensibility, combined with all the benefits of
ASP.NET. ASP.NET MVC 5 contains a number of advances over previous versions, including the ability to define routes using C# attributes
and the ability to override filters. The user experience of building MVC applications has also been substantially improved. The new, more
tightly integrated, Visual Studio 2013 IDE has been created specifically with MVC application development in mind and provides a full suite of
tools to improve development times and assist in reporting, debugging and deploying your code. The popular Bootstrap JavaScript library has
also now been included natively within MVC 5 providing you, the developer, with a wider range of multi-platform CSS and HTML5 options
than ever before without the penalty of having to load-in third party libraries.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. Through four complete sprints, this book takes you through every step needed to build brand new cross-platform web
apps with ASP.NET Core, and make them available on the Internet. You won't just master Microsoft's revolutionary open source ASP.NET
Core technology: you'll learn how to integrate the immense power of MVC, Docker, Azure Web Apps, Visual Studio and Visual Studio Code,
C#, JavaScript, TypeScript, and Entity Framework. Working through the authors' carefully designed sprints, you'll start with a blank canvas,
move through software architecture and design, adjusting to user feedback, recovering from mistakes, builds, testing, deployment,
maintenance, refactoring, and more. Along the way, you'll learn techniques for delivering state-of-the-art software to users more rapidly and
repeatably than ever before.
Bring dynamic server-side web content and responsive web design together to build websites that work and display well on any resolution,
desktop or mobile. With this practical book, you’ll learn how by combining the ASP.NET MVC server-side language, the Bootstrap front-end
framework, and Knockout.js—the JavaScript implementation of the Model-View-ViewModel pattern. Author Jamie Munro introduces these and
other related technologies by having you work with sophisticated web forms. At the end of the book, experienced and aspiring web
developers alike will learn how to build a complete shopping cart that demonstrates how these technologies interact with each other in a
sleek, dynamic, and responsive web application. Build well-organized, easy-to-maintain web applications by letting ASP.NET MVC 5,
Bootstrap, and Knockout.js do the heavy lifting Use ASP.NET MVC 5 to build server-side web applications, interact with a database, and
dynamically render HTML Create responsive views with Bootstrap that render on a variety of modern devices; you may never code with CSS
again Add Knockout.js to enhance responsive web design with snappy client-side interactions driven by your server-side web application
Summary ASP.NET MVC 4 in Action is a fast-paced tutorial designed to introduce ASP.NET MVC to .NET developers and show how to apply
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it effectively. All examples in this revised edition are based on ASP.NET MVC 4, so you'll get full coverage of features such as the Razor view
engine, Web Matrix helpers, and improved extensibility. You'll see how your ASP.NET applications can benefit from changes in the .NET
Framework. About the Technology ASP.NET MVC provides the architecture needed to separate an application's logic and its UI. Because
each component's role is well defined, MVC applications are easy to test, maintain, and extend. The latest version, ASP.NET MVC 4, takes
advantage of .NET 4 and includes powerful features like the Razor view engine, Web Matrix helpers, and enhanced extensibility. About the
Book ASP.NET MVC 4 in Action is a hands-on guide that shows you howto apply ASP.NET MVC effectively. After a high-speed ramp up,this
thoroughly revised new edition explores each key topic witha self-contained example so you can jump right to the parts youneed. Based on
thousands of hours of real-world experience, theauthors show you valuable high-end techniques you won't findanywhere else. Written for
developers, the book arms you withthe next-level skills and practical guidance to create compellingweb applications. You need some
knowledge of ASP.NET and C#, but no priorASP.NET MVC experience is assumed. Purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free
PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also available is all code from the book. What's Inside Complete coverage of ASP.NET MVC 4
The new Web API Full-system testing About the Authors Jeffrey Palermo, Jimmy Bogard, Eric Hexter, Matthew Hinze, andJeremy Skinner
are all ASP.NET MVPs, ASP insiders, and early adoptersof ASP.NET MVC. ======================================= Table of
Contents PART 1 HIGH-SPEED FUNDAMENTALS Introduction to ASP.NET MVC Hello MVC world View fundamentals Action-packed
controllers PART 2 WORKING WITH ASP.NET MVC View models Validation Ajax in ASP.NET MVC Security Controlling URLs with routing
Model binders and value providers Mapping with AutoMapper Lightweight controllers Organization with areas Third-party components Data
access with NHibernate PART 3 MASTERING ASP.NET MVC Extending the controller Advanced view techniques Dependency injection and
extensibility Portable areas Full system testing Hosting ASP.NET MVC applications Deployment techniques Upgrading to ASP.NET MVC 4
ASP.NET Web API
In this book, world-renowned ASP.NET expert and member of the Microsoft ASP.NET team Stephen Walther shows experienced developers
how to use Microsoft’s new ASP.NET MVC Framework to build web applications that are more powerful, flexible, testable, manageable,
scalable, and extensible. Writing for professional programmers, Walther explains the crucial concepts that make the Model-View-Controller
(MVC) development paradigm work so well and shows exactly how to apply them with the ASP.NET MVC Framework. From controllers and
actions to views and models, Walther demonstrates how to apply each ASP.NET MVC Framework feature in real-world projects. In Part II,
you’ll walk step-by-step through building a full-fledged ASP.NET MVC blog application that implements capabilities ranging from data access
to validation. Through this case study, you’ll learn how to build ASP.NET MVC applications using test-driven development processes that
enable rapid feedback, greater productivity, and better quality. Throughout, Walther presents extensive code examples, reflecting his
unsurpassed experience as an ASP.NET instructor, a leading commercial developer, and now as a member of Microsoft’s ASP.NET
development team. Understand how to: Build enterprise-scale web applications far more rapidly and effectively Develop web applications that
are easier to maintain and extend over time Gain unprecedented control over the appearance of your website or application Expose intuitive
URLs that are friendlier to search engines and users alike Create ASP.NET MVC models that contain all your application’s business,
validation, and data access logic Make the most of HTML helpers, model binders, action filters, routing, and authentication Efficiently deploy
your ASP.NET MVC applications Use the lightweight JQuery JavaScript library to easily find and manipulate HTML elements Create
ASP.NET MVC applications using unit test and mock object framework
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Learn how to develop web applications that deploy cross-platform and are optimized for high performance using ASP.NET Core 2 About This
Book Master high-level web app performance improvement techniques using ASP.NET Core 2.0 Find the right balance between premature
optimization and inefficient code Design workflows that run asynchronously and are resilient to transient performance issues Who This Book
Is For This book is aimed for readers who can build a web application and have some experience with ASP.NET or some other web
application framework (such as Ruby on Rails or Django). They can be people who are happy learning details independently but who struggle
to discover the topics that they should be researching. The reader should be interested in improving the performance of their web app and in
learning about ASP.NET Core and modern C#. What You Will Learn Understand ASP.NET Core 2 and how it differs from its predecessor
Address performance issues at the early stages of development Set up development environments on Windows, Mac, and Linux Measure,
profile and find the most significant problems Identify the differences between development workstations and production infrastructures, and
how these can exacerbate problems Boost the performance of your application but with an eye to how it affects complexity and maintenance
Explore a few cutting-edge techniques such as advanced hashing and custom transports In Detail The ASP.NET Core 2 framework is used to
develop high-performance and cross-platform web applications. It is built on .NET Core 2 and includes significantly more framework APIs
than version 1. This book addresses high-level performance improvement techniques. It starts by showing you how to locate and measure
problems and then shows you how to solve some of the most common ones. Next, it shows you how to get started with ASP.NET Core 2 on
Windows, Mac, Linux, and with Docker containers. The book illustrates what problems can occur as latency increases when deploying to a
cloud infrastructure. It also shows you how to optimize C# code and choose the best data structures for the job. It covers new features in C#
6 and 7, along with parallel programming and distributed architectures. By the end of this book, you will be fixing latency issues and
optimizing performance problems, but you will also know how this affects the complexity and maintenance of your application. Finally, we will
explore a few highly advanced techniques for further optimization. Style and approach A step-by-step practical guide filled with real-world use
cases and examples
Steven Sanderson has seen the ASP.NET MVC framework mature from the start, so his experience, combined with comprehensive coverage
of all its features, including those in the official MVC development toolkit, offers the clearest understanding of how this exciting framework
could improve your coding efficiency—and you'll gain invaluable awareness of security, deployment, and interoperability challenges. The
ASP.NET MVC Framework is the evolution of Microsoft's ASP.NET web platform. It introduced a radical high–productivity programming
model that promotes cleaner code architecture, test–driven development, and powerful extensibility, combined with all the benefits of
ASP.NET 3.5. An integral benefit of this book is that the core Model–View–Controller architectural concepts are not simply explained or
discussed in isolation, but demonstrated in action. You'll work through an extended tutorial to create a working e–commerce web application
that combines ASP.NET MVC with the latest C# 3.0 language features and unit–testing best practices. By gaining this invaluable, practical
experience, you can discover MVCs strengths and weaknesses for yourself—and put your best learned theory into practice.
ASP.NET Core in Action, Second Edition is a comprehensive guide to creating web applications with ASP.NET Core 5.0. Go from basic
HTTP concepts to advanced framework customization. Summary Fully updated to ASP.NET 5.0, ASP.NET Core in Action, Second Edition is
a hands-on primer to building cross-platform web applications with your C# and .NET skills. Even if you've never worked with ASP.NET you'll
start creating productive cross-platform web apps fast. And don’t worry about late-breaking changes to ASP.NET Core. Purchase of the print
book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the technology Build full-stack web
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applications that run anywhere. Developers love ASP.NET Core for its libraries and pre-built components that maximize productivity. Version
5.0 offers new features for server-side apps, as well as background services for cross-platform development. About the book ASP.NET Core
in Action, Second Edition is a comprehensive guide to creating web applications with ASP.NET Core 5.0. Go from basic HTTP concepts to
advanced framework customization. Illustrations and annotated code make learning visual and easy. Master logins, dependency injection,
security, and more. This updated edition covers the latest features, including Razor Pages and the new hosting paradigm. What's inside
Developing apps for Windows and non-Windows servers Configuring applications Building custom components Logging, testing, and security
About the reader For intermediate C# developers. About the author Andrew Lock is a Microsoft MVP who has worked with ASP.NET Core
since before its first release. Table of Contents PART 1 - GETTING STARTED WITH ASP.NET CORE 1 Getting started with ASP.NET Core
2 Your first application 3 Handling requests with the middleware pipeline 4 Creating a website with Razor Pages 5 Mapping URLs to Razor
Pages using routing 6 The binding model: Retrieving and validating user input 7 Rendering HTML using Razor views 8 Building forms with
Tag Helpers 9 Creating a Web API for mobile and client applications using MVC PART 2 - BUILDING COMPLETE APPLICATIONS 10
Service configuration with dependency injection 11 Configuring an ASP.NET Core application 12 Saving data with Entity Framework Core 13
The MVC and Razor Pages filter pipeline 14 Authentication: Adding users to your application with Identity 15 Authorization: Securing your
application 16 Publishing and deploying your application PART 3 - EXTENDING YOUR APPLICATIONS 17 Monitoring and troubleshooting
errors with logging 18 Improving your application’s security 19 Building custom components 20 Building custom MVC and Razor Pages
components 21 Calling remote APIs with IHttpClientFactory 22 Building background tasks and services 23 Testing your application
Microservices in .NET, Second Edition teaches you to build and deploy microservices using ASP.NET and Azure services. Summary In
Microservices in .NET, Second Edition you will learn how to: Build scalable microservices that are reliable in production Optimize
microservices for continuous delivery Design event-based collaboration between microservices Deploy microservices to Kubernetes Set up
Kubernetes in Azure Microservices in .NET, Second Edition is a comprehensive guide to building microservice applications using the .NET
stack. After a crystal-clear introduction to the microservices architectural style, it teaches you practical microservices development skills using
ASP.NET. This second edition of the bestselling original has been revised with up-to-date tools for the .NET ecosystem, and more new
coverage of scoping microservices and deploying to Kubernetes. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub
formats from Manning Publications. About the technology Microservice architectures connect independent components that must work
together as a system. Integrating new technologies like Docker and Kubernetes with Microsoft’s familiar ASP.NET framework and Azure
cloud platform enables .NET developers to create and manage microservices efficiently. About the book Microservices in .NET, Second
Edition teaches you to build and deploy microservices using ASP.NET and Azure services. It lays out microservice architecture simply, and
then guides you through several real-world projects, such as building an ecommerce shopping cart. In this fully revised edition, you’ll learn
about scoping microservices, deploying to Kubernetes, and operations concerns like monitoring, logging, and security. What's inside
Optimize microservices for continuous delivery Design event-based collaboration between microservices Deploy microservices to Kubernetes
Set up Kubernetes in Azure About the reader For C# developers. No experience with microservices required. About the author Christian
Horsdal is an independent consultant with more than 20 years of experience building projects from large-scale microservice systems to tiny
embedded systems. Table of Contents PART 1 GETTING STARTED WITH MICROSERVICES 1 Microservices at a glance 2 A basic
shopping cart microservice 3 Deploying a microservice to Kubernetes PART 2 BUILDING MICROSERVICES 4 Identifying and scoping
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microservices 5 Microservice collaboration 6 Data ownership and data storage 7 Designing for robustness 8 Writing tests for microservices
PART 3 HANDLING CROSS-CUTTING CONCERNS: BUILDING A REUSABLE MICROSERVICE PLATFORM 9 Cross-cutting concerns:
Monitoring and logging 10 Securing microservice-to-microservice communication 11 Building a reusable microservice platform PART 4
BUILDING APPLICATIONS 12 Creating applications over microservices
Get the most out of .NET framework using standard libraries and create a .NET Standard 2.0 library from scratch Key Features Write code
once and share within .NET ecosystem in Windows, Linux and macOS Give your .NET Libraries a common framework in cloud and on
premise with the latest .NET Standard 2.0 Build a wide range of applications from Mobile with Xamarin to Web with ASP.NET Book
Description The .NET Standard is a standard that represents a set of APIs that all .NET platforms have to implement, making it easy for
developers to access and use one common library for their development needs. This book begins with a quick refresher, helping you
understand the mechanics of the new standard and offering insight into how it works. You’ll explore the core library concepts, such as
working with collections, configurations, I/O, security, and multithreading. You’ll explore the iOS and Android libraries of Xamarin and we’ll
guide you through creating a .NET Standard 2.0 library, which you’ll use with both Android and iOS applications. In the final chapters, you’ll
learn the various debugging and diagnostics tools to deliver quality libraries and create a NuGet package of the .NET Standard 2.0 library. By
the end of this book, you’ll be able to expand your current workflow to various .NET flavors and have the essential skills to create a .NET
Standard 2.0 library from scratch to package and deliver it to the world. What you will learn Create a .NET Standard 2.0 library Use
System.IO within the .NET Standard 2.0 Make use of your legacy .NET libraries with the new .NET Core standard Explore the thread support
to create a multithreaded .NET Standard 2.0 library Create a .NET Standard 2.0 library and use it with an Android and iOS application
Implement various Visual Studio 2017 diagnostics and debugging tools Create a NuGet Package and submit the package to the NuGet
Package Manager Use Visual Studio 2017 azure tools to deploy the application to Azure Test and deliver a .NET Standard 2.0 library Who
this book is for This book is for .NET developers who are looking to build dynamic applications with the latest .NET Standard. C# knowledge
is required.
Dependency Injection In.Net
A detailed handbook for experienced developers explains how to get the most out of Microsoft's Visual Studio .NET, offering helpful
guidelines on how to use its integrated develpment environment, start-up templates, and other features and tools to create a variety of
applications, including Web services. Original. (Advanced)
Summary Get Programming with Node.js teaches you to build web servers using JavaScript and Node. In this engaging tutorial, you'll work
through eight complete projects, from writing the code for your first web server to adding live chat to a web app. Your hands will stay on the
keyboard as you explore the most important aspects of the Node development process, including security, database management,
authenticating user accounts, and deploying to production. You'll especially appreciate the easy-to-follow discussions, illuminating diagrams,
and carefully explained code! Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.
About the Technology Node.js delivers the speed and reliability you need for ecommerce, social media, and gaming applications. It comes
with thousands of prebuilt packages to help you get started immediately. If you want to use JavaScript on the server, Node.js is your choice.
What's inside New features from ES2015 and later Writing asynchronous code Creating data models Debugging JavaScript modules About
the Reader Written for front-end web developers with intermediate JavaScript skills. Table of Contents GETTING SET UP Lesson 0 - Setting
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up Node.js and the JavaScript engine Lesson 1 - Configuring your environment Lesson 2 - Running a Node.js application UNIT 1 - GETTING
STARTED WITH NODE.JS Lesson 3 - Creating a Node.js module Lesson 4 - Building a simple web server in Node.js Lesson 5 - Handling
incoming data Lesson 6 - Writing better routes and serving external files Lesson 7 - Capstone: Creating your first web application UNIT 2 EASIER WEB DEVELOPMENT WITH EXPRESS.JS Lesson 8 - Setting up an app with Express.js Lesson 9 - Routing in Express.js Lesson
10 - Connecting views with templates Lesson 11 - Configurations and error handling Lesson 12 - Capstone: Enhancing the Confetti Cuisine
site with Express.js UNIT 3 - CONNECTING TO A DATABASE Lesson 13 - Setting up a MongoDB database Lssson 14 - Building models
with Mongoose Lesson 15 - Connecting controllers and models Using promises with Mongoose Lesson 16 - Capstone: Saving user
subscriptions UNIT 4 - BUILDING A USER MODEL Lesson 17 - Improving your data models Lesson 18 - Building the user model Lesson 19 Creating and reading your models Lesson 20 - Updating and deleting your models Lesson 21 - Capstone: Adding CRUD models to Confetti
Cuisine Creating controllers UNIT 5 - AUTHENTICATING USER ACCOUNTS Lesson 22 - Adding sessions and flash messages Lesson 23 Building a user login and hashing passwords Lesson 24 - Adding user authentication Lesson 25 - Capstone: Adding user authentication to
Confetti Cuisine UNIT 6 - BUILDING AN API Lesson 26 - Adding an API to your application Lesson 27 - Accessing your API from your
application Lesson 28 - Adding API security Lesson 29 - Capstone: Implementing an API UNIT 7 - ADDING CHAT FUNCTIONALITY Lesson
30 - Working with Socket.io Lesson 31 - Saving chat messages Lesson 32 - Adding a chat notification indicator UNIT 8 - DEPLOYING AND
MANAGING CODE IN PRODUCTION Lesson 33 - Capstone: Adding a chat feature to Confetti Cuisine Lesson 34 - Deploying your
application Lesson 35 - Managing in production Lesson 36 - Testing your application Lesson 37 - Capstone: Deploying Confetti Cuisine
This one hundred page book focuses exclusively on how you can best use the ASP.NET MVC 4 Framework to build world-class REST
services using the Web API. It sets aside much of what the ASP.NET MVC Framework can do, and focuses exclusively on how the Web API
can help you build web services. You will not find any help on CSS, HTML, JavaScript, or jQuery. Nor will you find any help on the Razor view
engine, HTML Helpers, or model binding. If you need this information then Pro ASP.NET MVC 4 is your perfect book. ASP.NET MVC 4 and
the Web API: Building a REST Service from Start to Finish helps you build cutting-edge REST services using ASP.NET MVC 4 and the Web
API in more depth and detail than any other resource. ASP.NET MVC has always been a good platform on which to implement REST, but
with the advent of the Web API it has now become even better. This book will show you why it's great and how to get the most from it. Author
Jamie Kurtz will take you from zero to full-blown REST service hero in no time at all. And you'll even learn how to incorporate some popular
open source tools along the way: little or no experience with ASP.NET or the MVC Framework is required.
This book begins with you working along as Scott Guthrie builds a complete ASP.NET MVC reference application. He begins NerdDinner by
using the File->New Project menu command within Visual Studio to create a new ASP.NET MVC Application. You'll then incrementally add
functionality and features. Along the way you’ll cover how to create a database, build a model layer with business rule validations, implement
listing/details data browsing, provide CRUD (Create, Update, Delete) data form entry support, implement efficient data paging, reuse UI using
master pages and partials, secure the application using authentication and authorization, use AJAX to deliver dynamic updates and
interactive map support, and implement automated unit testing. From there, the bulk of the rest of the book begins with the basic concepts
around the model view controller pattern, including the little history and the state of the MVC on the web today. We'll then go into the ways
that MVC is different from ASP.NET Web Forms. We'll explore the structure of a standard MVC application and see what you get out of the
box. Next we dig deep into routing and see the role URLs play in your application. We'll deep dive into controllers and views and see what
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role the Ajax plays in your applications. The last third of the book focuses entirely on advanced techniques and extending the framework. In
some places, we assume that you're somewhat familiar with ASP.NET WebForms, at least peripherally. There are a lot of ASP.NET
WebForms developers out there who are interested in ASP.NET MVC so there are a number of places in this book where we contrast the two
technologies. Even if you're not already an ASP.NET developer, you might still find these sections interesting for context, as well as for your
own edification as ASP.NET MVC may not be the web technology that you're looking for.

This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that
may come packaged with the bound book. Used by sites as varied as Twitter, GitHub, Disney, and Airbnb, Ruby on Rails
is one of the most popular frameworks for developing web applications, but it can be challenging to learn and use.
Whether you’re new to web development or new only to Rails, Ruby on Rails™ Tutorial, Fourth Edition, is the solution.
Best-selling author and leading Rails developer Michael Hartl teaches Rails by guiding you through the development of
three example applications of increasing sophistication. The tutorial’s examples focus on the general principles of web
development needed for virtually any kind of website. The updates to this edition include full compatibility with Rails 5, a
division of the largest chapters into more manageable units, and a huge number of new exercises interspersed in each
chapter for maximum reinforcement of the material. This indispensable guide provides integrated tutorials not only for
Rails, but also for the essential Ruby, HTML, CSS, and SQL skills you need when developing web applications. Hartl
explains how each new technique solves a real-world problem, and then he demonstrates it with bite-sized code that’s
simple enough to understand, yet novel enough to be useful. Whatever your previous web development experience, this
book will guide you to true Rails mastery. This book will help you Install and set up your Rails development environment,
including pre-installed integrated development environment (IDE) in the cloud Go beyond generated code to truly
understand how to build Rails applications from scratch Learn testing and test-driven development (TDD) Effectively use
the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern Structure applications using the REST architecture Build static pages and
transform them into dynamic ones Master the Ruby programming skills all Rails developers need Create high-quality site
layouts and data models Implement registration and authentication systems, including validation and secure passwords
Update, display, and delete users Upload images in production using a cloud storage service Implement account
activation and password reset, including sending email with Rails Add social features and microblogging, including an
introduction to Ajax Record version changes with Git and create a secure remote repository at Bitbucket Deploy your
applications early and often with Heroku
Architect and design highly scalable, robust, clean and highly performant applications in .NET Core About This Book
Incorporate architectural soft-skills such as DevOps and Agile methodologies to enhance program-level objectives Gain
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knowledge of architectural approaches on the likes of SOA architecture and microservices to provide traceability and
rationale for architectural decisions Explore a variety of practical use cases and code examples to implement the tools
and techniques described in the book Who This Book Is For This book is for experienced .NET developers who are
aspiring to become architects of enterprise-grade applications, as well as software architects who would like to leverage
.NET to create effective blueprints of applications. What You Will Learn Grasp the important aspects and best practices
of application lifecycle management Leverage the popular ALM tools, application insights, and their usage to monitor
performance, testability, and optimization tools in an enterprise Explore various authentication models such as social
media-based authentication, 2FA and OpenID Connect, learn authorization techniques Explore Azure with various
solution approaches for Microservices and Serverless architecture along with Docker containers Gain knowledge about
the recent market trends and practices and how they can be achieved with .NET Core and Microsoft tools and
technologies In Detail If you want to design and develop enterprise applications using .NET Core as the development
framework and learn about industry-wide best practices and guidelines, then this book is for you. The book starts with a
brief introduction to enterprise architecture, which will help you to understand what enterprise architecture is and what the
key components are. It will then teach you about the types of patterns and the principles of software development, and
explain the various aspects of distributed computing to keep your applications effective and scalable. These chapters act
as a catalyst to start the practical implementation, and design and develop applications using different architectural
approaches, such as layered architecture, service oriented architecture, microservices and cloud-specific solutions.
Gradually, you will learn about the different approaches and models of the Security framework and explore various
authentication models and authorization techniques, such as social media-based authentication and safe storage using
app secrets. By the end of the book, you will get to know the concepts and usage of the emerging fields, such as
DevOps, BigData, architectural practices, and Artificial Intelligence. Style and approach Filled with examples and use
cases, this guide takes a no-nonsense approach to show you the best tools and techniques required to become a
successful software architect.
Get up and running quickly with Microsoft ASP.NET MVC and Entity Framework as you build and deploy complex
websites. By using a fully working example retail website you will learn solutions to real-world issues that developers
frequently encounter. Whether you are a novice developer or an experienced .NET developer wishing to learn more
about MVC and Entity Framework, author Lee Naylor will teach you how to develop a detailed database-driven example
website using Microsoft ASP.NET and Entity Framework Code First with fully explained code examples. What You Will
Learn: • Get up and running quickly with ASP.NET MVC and Entity Framework to build a complex website to display and
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manage several related entities• Integrate identity code into a project• Understand advanced topics, including
asynchronous database access and managing data conflicts• Work with Microsoft Azure, including remote debugging
and database access• Develop your CSS skills, including animations and media queries for use with tablet or mobile/cell
phone devices Who This Book Is For: Novice developers new to the subject through to more experienced ASP.NET web
forms developers looking to migrate from web forms to MVC and Entity Framework. The book assumes some
programming knowledge such as object-oriented programming concepts and a basic knowledge of C#.
Create fast, scalable, and high performance applications with C#, ASP.NET Core 1.0, and MVC 6 About This Book Learn
the importance of measuring, profiling, and locating the most impactful problems Discover the common areas you might
encounter performance problems and areas you don't need to worry about Understand the differences between
development workstations and production infrastructure and how these can amplify problems Design workflows that run
asynchronously and are resilient to transient performance issues Who This Book Is For This book is for ASP.NET and C#
developers who have experience with the MVC framework for web application development and are looking to deploy
applications that will perform well in live production environments. These could be virtual machines or hosted by a cloud
service provider such as AWS or Azure. What You Will Learn Why performance matters and when it should be
considered Use different tools to measure performance Spot common performance issues, their root causes, and how to
easily mitigate them Improve performance at the network level and I/O level, and how to optimize the application as a
whole Work with caching and message queuing tools, including patterns and strategies Discover the dark side of
performance improvement and find out how to manage complexity Monitor performance as part of continuous integration
and regression testing Assess and solve performance issues with other advanced technologies In Detail ASP.NET Core
is the new, open source, and cross-platform, web-application framework from Microsoft. It's a stripped down version of
ASP.NET that's lightweight and fast. This book will show you how to make your web apps deliver high performance when
using it. We'll address many performance improvement techniques from both a general web standpoint and from a C#,
ASP.NET Core, and .NET Core perspective. This includes delving into the latest frameworks and demonstrating software
design patterns that improve performance. We will highlight common performance pitfalls, which can often occur
unnoticed on developer workstations, along with strategies to detect and resolve these issues early. By understanding
and addressing challenges upfront, you can avoid nasty surprises when it comes to deployment time. We will introduce
performance improvements along with the trade-offs that they entail. We will strike a balance between premature
optimization and inefficient code by taking a scientific- and evidence-based approach. We'll remain pragmatic by focusing
on the big problems. By reading this book, you'll learn what problems can occur when web applications are deployed at
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scale and know how to avoid or mitigate these issues. You'll gain experience of how to write high-performance
applications without having to learn about issues the hard way. You'll see what's new in ASP.NET Core, why it's been
rebuilt from the ground up, and what this means for performance. You will understand how you can now develop on and
deploy to Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux using cross-platform tools, such as Visual Studio Code. Style and approach
Starting with a drill down into the nuts and bolts of various performance parameters, you will get an understanding of the
ASP.NET MVC 6 framework with the help of rich code-based examples that will equip you to build highly scalable and
optimized applications.
Visual Studio 2017 updates for this book are now available. Follow the Download Source Code link for this book on the
Apress website. Now in its 6th edition, the best selling book on MVC is now updated for ASP.NET Core MVC. It contains
detailed explanations of the new Core MVC functionality which enables developers to produce leaner, cloud optimized
and mobile-ready applications for the .NET platform. This book puts ASP.NET Core MVC into context and dives deep
into the tools and techniques required to build modern, cloud optimized extensible web applications. All the new MVC
features are described in detail and the author explains how best to apply them to both new and existing projects. The
ASP.NET Core MVC Framework is the latest evolution of Microsoft’s ASP.NET web platform, built on a completely new
foundation. It represents a fundamental change to how Microsoft constructs and deploys web frameworks and is free of
the legacy of earlier technologies such as Web Forms. ASP.NET Core MVC provides a "host agnostic" framework and a
high-productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture, test-driven development, and powerful
extensibility. Best-selling author Adam Freeman has thoroughly revised this market-leading book and explains how to get
the most from ASP.NET Core MVC. He starts with the nuts-and-bolts and shows you everything through to advanced
features, going in-depth to give you the knowledge you need. This book follows the same format and style as the popular
previous editions but brings everything up to date for the new ASP.NET Core MVC release. It presents a fully worked
case study of a functioning ASP.NET MVC application that readers can use as a template for their own projects. What
You Will Learn: Gain a solid architectural understanding of ASP.NET Core MVC Explore the entire ASP.NET MVC
Framework as a cohesive whole See how MVC and test-driven development work in action Learn what's new in
ASP.NET Core MVC and how best to apply these new features to your own work See how to create RESTful web
services and Single Page Applications Build on your existing knowledge of previous MVC releases to get up and running
with the new programming model quickly and effectively Who This Book Is For: This book is for web developers with a
basic knowledge of ASP.NET and C# who want to incorporate the latest improvements and functionality in the new
ASP.NET Core MVC Framework.
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If you know the basics of C# and HTML/CSS, you're ready to learn how to build ASP.NET Core MVC web apps the way
the professionals do. This book covers all the essentials: the MVC pattern, Bootstrap for responsive design, routing,
Razor views, model binding, data validation, EF (Entity Framework) Core for database handling, dependency injection,
xUnit and Moq for unit testing, Identity for authentication, and more. It gets you going right away with a subset of basic
skills, then builds on those skills so you'll soon be developing real-world web apps. Along the way, you get dozens of
practical coding examples that help you apply what you've just learned and show how all the parts work together. And
when you're done, this book does double duty as the best on-the-job reference that money can buy.
The ASP.NET MVC 4 Framework is the latest evolution of Microsoft’s ASP.NET web platform. It provides a highproductivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture, test-driven development, and powerful
extensibility, combined with all the benefits of ASP.NET. ASP.NET MVC 4 contains a number of significant advances
over previous versions. New mobile and desktop templates (employing adaptive rendering) are included together with
support for jQuery Mobile for the first time. New display modes allow your application to select views based on the
browser that's making the request while Code Generation Recipes for Visual Studio help you auto-generate projectspecific code for a wide variety of situtations including NuGet support. In this fourth edition, the core model-viewcontroller (MVC) architectural concepts are not simply explained or discussed in isolation, but are demonstrated in action.
You’ll work through an extended tutorial to create a working e-commerce web application that combines ASP.NET MVC
with the latest C# language features and unit-testing best practices. By gaining this invaluable, practical experience,
you’ll discover MVC’s strengths and weaknesses for yourself—and put your best-learned theory into practice. The book's
authors, Steve Sanderson and Adam Freeman, have both watched the growth of ASP.NET MVC since its first release.
Steve is a well-known blogger on the MVC Framework and a member of the Microsoft Web Platform and Tools team.
Adam started designing and building web applications 15 years ago and has been responsible for some of the world's
largest and most ambitious projects. You can be sure you are in safe hands.
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-486—and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of developing ASP.NET MVC-based
solutions. Designed for experienced developers ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking
and decision-making acumen needed for success at the Microsoft Specialist level. Focus on the expertise measured by
these objectives: Design the application architecture Design the user experience Develop the user experience
Troubleshoot and debug web applications Design and implement security This Microsoft Exam Ref: Organizes its
coverage by exam objectives. Features strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you.
Dependency Injection in .NET is a comprehensive guide than introduces DI and provides an in-depth look at applying DI practices
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to .NET apps. In it, you will also learn to integrate DI together with such technologies as Windows Communication Foundation,
ASP.NET MVC, Windows Presentation Foundation and other core .NET components.Building on your existing knowledge of C#
and the .NET platform, this book will be most beneficial for readers who have already built at least a few software solutions of
intermediate complexity. Most examples are in plain C# without use of any particular DI framework. Later, the book introduces
several well-known DI frameworks, such as StructureMap, Windsor and Spring.NET. For each framework, it presents examples of
its particular usage, as well as examines how the framework relates to the common patterns presented earlier in the book.
Now in its 7th edition, the best selling book on MVC is updated for ASP.NET Core MVC 2. It contains detailed explanations of the
Core MVC functionality which enables developers to produce leaner, cloud optimized and mobile-ready applications for the .NET
platform. This book puts ASP.NET Core MVC into context and dives deep into the tools and techniques required to build modern,
cloud optimized extensible web applications. All the new MVC features are described in detail and the author explains how best to
apply them to both new and existing projects. The ASP.NET Core MVC Framework is the latest evolution of Microsoft’s ASP.NET
web platform, built on a completely new foundation. It represents a fundamental change to how Microsoft constructs and deploys
web frameworks and is free of the legacy of earlier technologies such as Web Forms. ASP.NET Core MVC provides a "host
agnostic" framework and a high-productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture, test-driven
development, and powerful extensibility. Best-selling author Adam Freeman has thoroughly revised this market-leading book and
explains how to get the most from ASP.NET Core MVC. He starts with the nuts-and-bolts and shows you everything through to
advanced features, going in-depth to give you the knowledge you need. The book includes a fully worked case study of a
functioning web application that readers can use as a template for their own projects. What's New in This Edition Fully updated for
Visual Studio 2017, C# 7 and .NET Core 2 Coverage of new features such as view filters Wider platform and tooling coverage than
ever before, with more on Visual Studio Code and working with .NET Core on non-Windows platforms Docker-based application
deployment What You Will Learn Gain a solid architectural understanding of ASP.NET Core MVC Explore the entire ASP.NET
MVC Framework as a cohesive whole See how MVC and test-driven development work in action Learn what's new in ASP.NET
Core MVC 2 and how best to apply these new features to your own work See how to create RESTful web services and Single
Page Applications Build on your existing knowledge of previous MVC releases to get up and running with the new programming
model quickly and effectively Who This Book Is For This book is for web developers with a basic knowledge of ASP.NET and C#
who want to incorporate the latest improvements and functionality in the ASP.NET Core MVC 2 Framework.
Discover the powerful capabilities of Dapr by implementing a sample application with microservices leveraging the actor model to
foster its strengths. Find out how Dapr helps you simplify the creation of resilient and portable microservices with this book.
Author Steven Sanderson has seen the ASP.NET MVC Framework mature from the start, so his experience, combined with
comprehensive coverage of all the new features, including those in the official MVC development toolkit, offers the clearest
understanding of how this exciting new framework can improve your coding efficiency. With this book, you’ll gain invaluable up-toPage 12/18
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date knowledge of security, deployment, and interoperability challenges. The ASP.NET MVC 2 Framework introduces a radical
high-productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture, test-driven development, and powerful extensibility,
combined with all the benefits of ASP.NET 3.5. In this book, the core model-view-controller (MVC) architectural concepts are not
simply explained or discussed in isolation, but are demonstrated in action. You’ll work through an extended tutorial to create a
working e-commerce web application that combines ASP.NET MVC with C# language features and unit-testing best practices. By
gaining this invaluable, practical experience, you’ll discover MVC’s strengths and weaknesses for yourself—and put your bestlearned theory into practice.
Summary Entity Framework Core in Action teaches you how to access and update relational data from .NET applications.
Following the crystal-clear explanations, real-world examples, and around 100 diagrams, you'll discover time-saving patterns and
best practices for security, performance tuning, and unit testing. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle,
and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology There's a mismatch in the way OO programs and relational
databases represent data. Entity Framework is an object-relational mapper (ORM) that bridges this gap, making it radically easier
to query and write to databases from a .NET application. EF creates a data model that matches the structure of your OO code so
you can query and write to your database using standard LINQ commands. It will even automatically generate the model from your
database schema. About the Book Using crystal-clear explanations, real-world examples, and around 100 diagrams, Entity
Framework Core in Action teaches you how to access and update relational data from .NET applications. You'l start with a clear
breakdown of Entity Framework, long with the mental model behind ORM. Then you'll discover time-saving patterns and best
practices for security, performance tuning, and even unit testing. As you go, you'll address common data access challenges and
learn how to handle them with Entity Framework. What's Inside Querying a relational database with LINQ Using EF Core in
business logic Integrating EF with existing C# applications Applying domain-driven design to EF Core Getting the best
performance out of EF Core Covers EF Core 2.0 and 2.1 About the Reader For .NET developers with some awareness of how
relational databases work. About the Author Jon P Smith is a full-stack developer with special focus on .NET Core and Azure.
Table of Contents Part 1 - Getting started Introduction to Entity FrameworkCore Querying the database Changing the database
content Using EF Core in business logic Using EF Core in ASP.NET Core web applications Part 2 - Entity Framework in depth
Configuring nonrelational properties Configuring relationships Configuring advanced features and handling concurrency conflicts
Going deeper into the DbContext Part 3 - Using Entity Framework Core in real-world applications Useful software patterns for EF
Core applications Handling database migrations EF Core performance tuning A worked example of performance tuning Different
database types and EF Core services Unit testing EF Core applications Appendix A - A brief introduction to LINQ Appendix B Early information on EF Core version 2.1
"This book reflects on the multifaceted themes of Web use and presents various approaches to log analysis"--Provided by
publisher.
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The “Microsoft Azure Essentials” series helps you advance your technical skills with Microsoft Azure. “Microsoft Azure Essentials:
Azure Web Apps for Developers” focuses on providing essential information about developing web applications hosted on Azure
Web Apps. It is written with the developer who has experience using Visual Studio and the .NET Framework in mind. If Azure Web
Apps is new to you, this book is for you. If you have experience developing for Azure Web Apps, this book is for you, too, because
there are features and tools discussed in this text that are new to the platform.
Shows how to perform set operations with the DbSet class, control change tracking, fix concurrency conflicts, and confirm changes
made to data.

Provides information on using ASP.NET MVC 4 to build server-side Web applications.
Annotation Code first is an additional means of building a model to be used with the Entity Framework and is creating a
lot of excitement in the .NET development community. The reader will begin with an overview of what code first is, why it
was created, how it fits into the Entity Framework and when to use it over the alternatives.
The non-technical guide to building a booming tech-enabled business Thinking of starting a technology-enabled
business? Or maybe you just want to increase your technology mojo so you can do your job better? You do not need to
learn programming to participate in the development of today’s hottest technologies. But there are a few easy-to-grasp
foundation concepts that will help you engage with a technical team. Starting a Tech Business explains in practical,
actionable terms how to formulate and reality test new ideas package what you learn into frameworks that are highly
actionable for engineers understand key foundation concepts about modern software and systems participate in an
agile/lean development team as the ‘voice of the customer’ Even if you have a desire to learn to program (and I highly
recommend doing whatever unlocks your ‘inner tinkerer’), these foundation concepts will help you target what exactly
you want to understand about hands-on technology development. While a decade ago the barriers to creating a
technology-enabled business required a pole vault, getting started today only requires a determined step in the right
direction. Starting a Tech Business supplies the tools prospective entrepreneurs and business enterprises need to avoid
common pitfalls and succeed in the fast-paced world of high-tech business. Successful execution requires thoughtful,
evidence-based product formulation, well-articulated design, economic use of systems, adaptive management of
technical resources, and empathetic deployment to customers. Starting a Tech Business offers practical checklists and
frameworks that business owners, entrepreneurs, and professionals can apply to any tech-based business idea, whether
you’re developing software and products or beginning a technology-enabled business. You’ll learn: 1. How to apply
today’s leading management frameworks to a tech business 2. How to package your product idea in a way that’s highly
actionable for your technical team 3. How to ask the right questions about technology selection and product architecture
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4. Strategies to leverage what your technology ecosystem has to offer 5. How to carefully define the roles on your team,
and then effectively evaluate candidates 6. The most common disconnects between engineers and business people and
how to avoid them 7. How you can apply process design to your tech business without stifling creativity 8. The steps to
avoid the most common pitfalls tech founders encounter Now is one of the best times to start a technology-enabled
business, and anyone can do it with the right amount and kind of preparation. Starting a Tech Business shows you how
to move a product idea to market quickly and inexpensively—and to tap into the stream of wealth that a tech business can
provide.
Perfectly suited to the innovative Problem ? Design ? Solution approach, ASP.NET MVC is a new development model
that separates code for the data, look, and business processes of a Web site. This nuts-and-bolts guide thoroughly
covers creating a Web site with MVC and discusses solving the most common problems that you may encounter when
creating your first application or trying to upgrade a current application. The material is based on the highly praised and
widely used ?TheBeerHouse? ASP.NET Starter Kit that was developed in the bestselling ASP.NET 2.0 Website
Programming: Problem?Design?Solution. Additional coverage includes registration and membership systems and userselectable themes; content management systems for articles and photos; polls, mailing lists, and forums; e-commerce
stores, shopping carts, and order management with real-time credit card processing, and more.
The complete guide to the productivity and performance enhancements in ASP.NET Beginning ASP.NET for Visual
Studio 2015 is your ultimate guide to the latest upgrade of this historically popular framework. Fully updated to align with
the vNext release, this new edition walks you through the new tools and features that make your workflow smoother and
your applications stronger. You'll get up to speed on the productivity and performance improvements, and learn how
Microsoft has committed itself to more continuous innovation by increasing its release cadence for all products and
services going forward. Coverage includes Async-aware debugging, ADO.NET idle connection resiliency, managed
return value inspection, ASP.NET app suspension, on-demand large object heap compaction, multi-core JIT and more.
The news of an off-cycle update to ASP.NET came as a surprise, but its announcement garnered cheers at the 2014
Microsoft BUILD conference. This guide shows you what all the fuss is about, and how Microsoft overhauled the latest
ASP.NET release. Get acquainted with the new developer productivity features Master the new tools that build better
applications Discover what's new in Windows Store app development Learn how Microsoft fixed the issues that kept you
from v5 Over 38 million websites are currently using ASP.NET, and the new upgrade is already leading to increased
adoption. Programmers need to master v6 to remain relevant as web development moves forward. Beginning ASP.NET
for Visual Studio 2015 walks you through the details, and shows you what you need to know so you can get up and
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running quickly.
A pragmatic guide for Java developers to help build Microservices and Cloud Apps using Spring Boot. KEY FEATURES ?
Develops microservices from start to finish using the Spring Boot Framework. ? Creates cloud-native applications using
Spring Boot's production-ready features. ? Covers the API gateway, unit testing, cloud deployments, and managing hightraffic applications. DESCRIPTION Spring is an excellent framework for developing both web and cloud-native
applications. This book on application development using Spring Boot simplifies the process of writing boilerplate code
for complex software. It allows developers to concentrate on the application's concept rather than on the internal Java
configuration. This book will guide you on how to make the best use of the strength that Spring Boot provides. You'll gain
an understanding of how Spring Boot configuration works in conjunction with application development, including autoconfiguration and overriding default configurations. You will learn to develop scalable, dependable microservices to
accelerate the development lifecycle of a cloud-based application. Each chapter will walk you through the features of
Spring Boot as a Software Development Framework, such as performing Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD)
operations on a database and securing web services with appropriate logging. By the end of this book, you will develop,
test, and deploy applications ready for production and how to establish them as cloud-based applications. The readers
will also gain the expertise of writing unit and integration test cases. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN ? Get to know Spring Boot
and all its capabilities. ? Build start-to-end production-ready applications. ? Explore the API Gateway and practice how to
run request routing. ? Learn API doc tools like Swagger and host your apps on Cloud. ? Practice how to balance the
application's load when the system is under high traffic. ? Learn to write unit tests and integration tests for bug-free
coding. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR This book is for Java developers who want to quickly develop, test, and deploy
production-ready applications. This book will also appeal to cloud-native application developers and cloud engineers. No
prior Spring Boot knowledge is required as the basics are covered in the book. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1. Getting Started
with Spring Boot 2. Developing Your First Spring Boot Application 3. Spring Boot Starter Dependencies and AutoConfiguration 4. Spring Boot Annotations 5. Working with Spring Data JPA and Caching 6. Building RESTFul
Microservices 7. Securing a Web Application 8. Building Resilient System 9. Logging 10. Working with the Swagger API
Management Tool 11. Testing a Spring Boot Application 12. Deploying a Spring Boot Application
NB: There are Video Tutorials supporting this eBook. Link to video training is inclusive. ASP.NET MVC gives you a
potent, patterns-based way to build dynamic websites. MVC 5 includes features that enable rapid, test-driven
development—and it is a version every .NET developer needs to know to meet the latest web standards. Join Mike
Sullivan for an in-depth look at the MVC 5 framework. He demonstrates how a typical MVC application is structured, and
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shows how to work with views, models, and data, including developing database objects with the Entity Framework.
Michael also explores how to secure applications with the ASP.NET Identity system, create and conduct unit tests, use
JavaScript libraries to communicate with controllers and pass data to client-side scripts, and deploy to cloud-based
platforms like Azure and AppHarbor. Two hands-on practice challenges allow you to test what you have learned along
the way. Topics include: • Exploring ASP.NET routing • Applying action selectors • Working with layouts • Employing
HTML helpers • Displaying and validating model properties • Generating database objects with Entity Framework •
Adding transactions • Authenticating users • Unit testing • Performing partial page updates with Ajax and jQuery •
Deploying ASP.NET MVC applications ASP.NET MVC makes use of activity methods to allow you in discovering the
essential functionalities. Similarly users can also identify and discover all the essential functionalities of Web API also.
However beginners often have a hard time in adopting the ASP.NET MVC methodology and also how to proceed with a
Web API. Let's take a close look on some of the key differences between ASP.NET MVC as well as Web API which
might be of help for beginners while selecting between the two. Discover the most important features of Web Application
Interfaces There are instances during which ASP.NET MVC might satisfy your requirements. Since ASP.NET MVC is
usually attached to single and specific web application, it is known to have the ability to uncover the entire type of
application requirements instantly with the help of AJAX. Thus ASP MVC controller avoids the need to create a new API
as the methodology has the potential to work quickly for uncovering the essential necessities for any given application
while working with web applications. However if you are willing to make a comprehensive REST services that are not at
all attached with any single application, then Web API would be the best choice to work with. Web API services serves
the best if you are looking forward for a rich and flawless solution and also if the application functionalities are mostly
information driven. However ASP.NET MVC is the best choice if you are about to work with UI/View driven programming
methodologies that ranges from Ajax driven pages as well as stacking HTML sections etc. Information Groups that needs
to be managed The output of an ASP.NET MVC would be displayed in the form of HTML mark-up or JSON form since
ActionResult or JsonResult is returned by a model view controller. The essential working features could be uncovered by
harnessing the potential of activity strategies whenever the information groups suffice the requirements during a specific
event. However Webpage API will choose the information process wherein the form of Accept Header is taken in to
consideration whereas the MVC controller indicates the working design in the form of ActionResult or JsonResult while
comprising the action methods. Content Transaction The returning content in the Accept Header format are what content
transaction is all about. The content could be sent in different formats such as images or documents to the clients while
working along with Web API whereas in most of the instances the content information would be sent either as JSON or
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XML. Functioning as a Self-Hosting Internet Information Service has to be hosted for uncovering essential features
available through a MVC controller. However Web API allows you to have an API within a custom hosting phase since
Web API is considered to be a controlling system. This helps Webpage API to be hosted in a custom host that is
lightweight as it allows Web API to avoid various overheads of Internet Information Service. This is utilized to the
maximum especially with services that are quickly verified by several clients such as desktop applications, console
applications and web applications etc. How important are the marks for strategy? HTTP verb based mapping for methods
are often utilized by Web API. It has to be taken note that the same HTTP verb could not have various techniques and
the only exception to mention would be the GET method which allows you to work with two methods. The knowledge of
configuration confinements is also desirable to work with Web APIs. However there are no such limitations during an
event of MVC Controller. The MVC model binding process often deals with the mapping procedure by making use of
parameters of an action method. However both ASP.NET MVC as well as Web API could be used within a single web
application depending on your requirements. Get more insights from this eBook!
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